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2 weeks Clean tank Fresh gas Checked all wiring Removed unit and bench tested The pump is
dead. Had to order another. My truck is back on the road. Fits and works perfectly. Fits perfectly
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6. When a lift pump malfunctions, the engine's fuel pressure will drop. The typical symptoms of
a failing lift pump will be harder starting and lower power during operation. Park the truck on
level ground and allow engine to cool before starting. The fuel lift pump on a GM 6. You can feel
and hear this pump operating when the truck is idling, which is the easiest way to determine if
the pump is still functioning. Open the fuel filter water drain in the engine compartment, with the
truck running. If the fuel lift pump is operating, diesel fuel will spray from the end of the hose. If
the engine continues to idle, then the lift pump is functioning, as it is delivering more fuel to the
fuel system. If the engine dies, then the lift pump is not functioning properly. Determine if there
is air in the system. If there is air present in the fuel system, then the lift pump will be unable to
provide fuel to the fuel pump. Air will enter the system if you have changed the fuel filter, run
the tank dry, or even if the vehicle has sat for an extended period of time. Remove the fuel filter
and check the housing to see if it is dry. Add some diesel fuel to the fuel filter and reconnect it
to the fuel lines. Vent the air out of the system via the vent on the filter housing. If the vehicle
has been sitting for an extended period it will take time for the air to purge from the system.
Open the air bleed and turn over the engine to bleed air out of the filter. Crank the engine while
you aim a test light at the lift pump to ascertain proper operation. You can typically hear the lift
pump if it is engaging when you crank the engine, on GM's 6. Based near Chicago, Sameca
Pandova has been writing since and now contributes to various websites. He is an attorney with
experience in health care, family and criminal prosecution issues. How do I Check the Lift Pump
on a 6. Step 1 Park the truck on level ground and allow engine to cool before starting. Step 2

Open the fuel filter water drain in the engine compartment, with the truck running. Step 3
Determine if there is air in the system. Step 4 Remove the fuel filter and check the housing to
see if it is dry. Comprehensive set of hand tools including wrenches and socket set Test light
Small can of diesel fuel Clean-up rags. No power to fuel pump relay with key on but can jump
the relay to get fuel pump to run. No fuel coming from injectors and noticed only 2 volts at fuses
ecm1 and eng1 when key on. All other fuses in fuse block show over 12 volts. Do you. Youll
have to check to see if pcm is sending a signal to relay. Or if shorted wire at relay box. Was this
answer. I have the same problem iv done everything I can think of. Fuel pump, dist. Cap, rotor
button, ign. Module, fuses fuel pump relay. My problem is when I turn the key on I get nothing
going back to the fuel pump at all. I can jump the relay at the 87 and 30 contact points and the
fuel pump comes on but even then I have no spark I have 58psi fuel pressure at the fuel rail.
How can I jump around the fuel pump relay? Need to test fuel pump. The sure-fire way is to pop
the cover off the relay and squeeze the movable contact, but GM made that difficult with the
design of their relays. Next is to unplug the relay and use a piece of wire or a stretched-out
paper clip to jump the two wires in the socket. This is confusing because there's five wires in it
instead of the normal four wires. Look for two of those. If you find three larger terminals, the
third one would typically be so that same relay can be used in some other application. You
should only find two corresponding wires in the connector. Connect those two larger wires to
send current to the pump motor. Check out the diagrams Below. Please let us know if you need
anything else to get the problem fixed. Images Click to enlarge. My truck will start up fine but
the motor won't turn off when I turn off tge key so I hsve to pull the fuel relay also I've noticed
that the interior dome lights don't come on. A couple of things I can think of, Check for primary
voltage at coil with key off, engine running. Shouldn't be any primary voltage with key off, if so,
my first thought is the ignition switch. I haven't looked at your wiring yet, but, if there is an oil
pressure switch wired in parallel with the fuel pump relay. As long as you have oil pressure, the
pump can run, even if you unplug the relay. Just to add, I'm not sure of engine litre size? Engine
Performance problem Chevy Silverado V8 Four Wheel Drive Automatic replaced the relay for the
fuel pump and the the fuel pump and still no start unless spray starting fluid then dies as soon
as your done spraying Was this answer. Do you hear the fuel pump come on? No I do not hear
the fuel pump regulating Was this answer. Check for power at the gray wire at the pump
connector-power there check the ground circuit if okay replace the fuel pump Was this answer.
Check for a broken wire it's orange or the fusible link may have burnt up and it requires a new
one. These are normally on starter but cold come from alternator. If I test wires from relay back I
have power going through so I know there is not a brake in wires to there a new pump and I
have changed relay. There is a new fuel pump new relay I cannot get power to pump I tested the
wires from relay to pump for brakes none found. Try this power the fuel pump connector from
the battery and see if it will turn on. Fuses are good and couldn't find burnt wires I got one
orange wire that runs to the fuel relay that is always hot. I ran a hot wire to the fuel pump but
still couldn't get injectors to spray Was this answer. I have power to relay orange wire no power
coming out when cranking or not if I put power to red wire the pump runs. If I put power to gray
wire the pump runs. If I put power to green wire the relay works sends power to pump through
the gray wire red wire. Still no power and truck still will not start when I do any of this. When
cranking over the engine my oil gauge comes up with pressure so I figure the oil switch is okay.
Is this true? Also, if I spray fuel in the throttle body truck will run. Thanks for your time helping
me with this problem. I fyou have power on orange wire then it's the relay if not sending power
to pump also when running it runs off of oil pressure switch. Scan for codes because it may be
an ignition problem as tbi works only if getting a signal from ignition have module checked at
auto part. The computer might not be grounding the fuel pump relay coil side-also test the
OPSU. Image Click to enlarge. I tried scanning for codes but since the truck died my engine
light hasn't came on since Was this answer. Please login or register to post a reply. Fuel Pump
Relay? Truck Died And My Truck Has The 4. I Tested My Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question.
It's Free! As you're already aware, the throttle body fuel injection system on your to 4. And
although GM did not include a Schrader valve to which you could connect a fuel pressure
gauge, it can be tested with one to find out if the fuel pump is producing the correct pressure or
not. In this tutorial I'm going to show you two different methods to verify if the no start condition
on your 4. One method involves using just starting fluid and the other involves using a fuel
pressure gauge. One method is a very accurate way of diagnosing a lack of fuel condition
causing a no start, the other method is not that accurate. Be careful and take all necessary
safety precautions. Use extreme care when using starting fluid since it ignites as easily as
gasoline. Accomplishing both tests indicated in this article, without any unhappy
consequences, is more than possible if you're careful and use common sense. A bad fuel pump
will make your 4. Here are some more specific symptoms:. Although the above list is a not a

very complete list of symptoms, the theme that runs thru' them, and any other related symptom,
is that the engine will crank and crank, but not start. There are two ways to tap into the fuel line
to see how much pressure the fuel pump in producing. One method involves removing the fuel
filter and using an adapter, that has a Schrader valve on it, in its place. You then connect your
fuel pressure test gauge to this adapter. The other method is to use an adapter between the
throttle body assembly and the pressure line. Once this adapter is installed, you then connect
your fuel pressure gauge to it. Below you'll find the adapter that's use in the fuel filter's place
and the fuel pressure gauge kit that comes with the adapter that fits between the throttle body
assembly and the fuel pressure line. If the injectors are not spraying fuel, then the next step is
to coax the engine into starting using starting fluid. Remove the top cover of the air filter
assembly. You don't have to completely remove the assembly, just the cover. Spray starting
fluid down the bore of the throttle body. When you have sprayed a good squirt of starting fluid,
quickly place the air filter assembly's cover back on. IMPORTANT: Placing the cover back on
the air filter assembly is important because it'll prevent any back-fire, that may occur, from
spouting flames out of the throttle body. Have your helper crank the engine once the intake
cover is back on the air filter assembly. You'll get one of two results with this test: 1. The engine
will start momentarily and after a few seconds will die or. The engine will only crank but not
start at all. Now, remember what I said about this test not being very accurate? Well, I suggest
you do one more test. This is to remove the fuel line that connects to the fuel injector rail and
place it in a container. Then have a helper bump the starter while you check to see if fuel comes
out of the Line and into the container. This way, you can visually see if there is or there isn't fuel
coming out of the fuel line. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from
qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase helps
support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the
problem! Page 1 Page 2. Contents of this tutorial:. All Articles: 4. Do NOT follow this link or you
will be banned from the site! Occasionally, the Chevrolet might develop problems with its fuel
relay system. Some simple diagnosis techniques can often resolve the problem. While
troubleshooting, wear protective gear and keep a class B fire extinguisher nearby. The fuel relay
is located on the passenger side fire wall, "near the top of the compartment under the relay
cover," according Haynes manuals. Mounted about 6 inches to the right of the fuel pump fuse,
it's black with five wires coming out of the bottom. Examine fuel lines for a leak or crimped hose
or fuel line impeding the flow of fuel to the carburetor. Have someone turn the ignition on while
you listen for the fuel pump located in the fuel tank to activate. A whirring sound can be heard
for approximately two seconds when the fuel pump is working properly. Using the guide printed
under the cover, locate the fuel pump relay fuse. Examine it for usability. Replace if the element
is broken. Next, test for electrical current by performing a voltage check. Based near Orlando,
Florida, Giovanni Badalamenti has been writing professionally since His articles on cooking,
local restaurants, fantasy sports and attractions have appeared in various online publications.
Primary Checks Next, test for electrical current by performing a voltage check. For more
information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track
order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your
vehicle. Chevrolet G20 Fuel Pump. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part. Returns
Policy. Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included. Product Fit. Shop
Chevrolet G20 Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 15 of 46 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info
Required to Guarantee Fit. Core
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Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: RC Part Number: AF Part Number: AFE Page 1 of 4 Showing
1 - 15 of 46 results. Feb 07, Purchased on Jan 23, Feb 01, I wanna be straight n 2 the point
honest" I am a satisfied customer, happy with what seems 2 be quality product. I will word of
mouth recommend to others who would be of interest to your sight, Thank you my Good
Friends, it will not be the last. Sincerely Yours". Audrey Lopez. Purchased on Jan 21, Jan 02,
Fuel sending Unit. Works as designed. Well pleased with this unit. Thomas Burch, R. Purchased
on Jun 24, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. You might be surprised to find out how
many issues can potentially prevent your car from starting. And consult the previous article in
this series regarding fuel pump symptoms to understand how both continuous and returnless
fuel systems. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

